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To all of my friends who I love more than anything and inspire me everyday.
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We love you.
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I N T RODUC T ION
I didn’t grow up around what many people may
consider art. We didn’t have art in my family home,

we had tacky thrifted junk, and a TV with like four

stations. The outside of my parent’s refrigerator
probably contained the most images. Mostly free
magnets from businesses, pictures of our dead
dogs, and “Peace” stickers. Recently, they told

me over the phone that “we had, uh, art on the
walls,” meaning a picture of a scary clown from
a thrift store. Yeah ok… They’re wrong, but also
they’re not wrong. I had imagination and was

inspired, maybe by the scary clown, but either

way I was creating art as a kid. It came in the form
of using these tacky found objects in my parent’s

house and placing them in extra ordinary contexts. Make believe. Most of us do it when we’re

kids; but I was extra good at playing because my
mom ran a daycare out of our house for a while.

I played dress up too, usually in gender perfor-

mative ways with my queer femme brother and
other freaky friends. Looking back at old photos
from my childhood I found pictures of my body

covered in paint with toys strung from my neck,
and pictures of me wearing a suit which paired
nicely with my crew cut. I don’t think I was

inspired by the Vogue magazines sold at Save
Mart where my painfully awkward dad works,
I think I was inspired by my butch presenting mom who later came out as gay and more

recently has come out as non-binary. I related
with her more. I was trying on and grappling

with different identities, as a queer person

in a queer household, a household where most
of us also struggled with mental health problems that made our existence feel even harder.

And all of this has become an important part
of who I am and how I place myself in the art that
I make today.
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T H E GE N DE R E D

face,” while the other in the reflection of the mir-

ORT R A I T

I was introduced to fine art in college where I

ror almost bashfully looks away. A lot of theories

first took a ceramics class that inspired me only

suggest that this image is challenging male spec-

enough to sculpt dicks and pussies for every

tatorship AKA the male gaze, and I don’t doubt

assignment. It wasn’t until I began taking photo

that to be true. However, I also like to think that

classes that it really stuck. Using

Cahun’s wonderfully complex per-

a camera felt limiting and limitless

sonhood would maybe inspire

both at the same time because I

images less about who’s looking and

felt that I could perform anything

more about how they were feeling in

and make it “true.” I went through

a body that was culturally gendered

some phases, of course, like the

by those who look. Like Cahun I use

double exposure heavy “spooky

a camera and my own body to pick

black-and-white nude self-portrait”

apart essentialist modes of thinking

phase, gotta start somewhere. Self

about gender. Through a subver-

portrait has remained pervasive

sive usage of feminine tropes like

throughout my practice, so I am

fish, pink razors, dolls, and always

grateful for it. I was introduced to

she made in the 1980’s of over-the-top “female”

personalities using her own body. I was inspired
by the humorously grotesque imagery. But I also
found that while Cindy performs a multitude

of personas, they still lack the complexity of
CINDY SHERMAN, UNTITLED, 1981

intersectionality in their highly cis-centric ideas
of feminism.

On the other hand a self portrait artist like Claude

Cahun, an important figure in the Surrealist move-

ment in the 1920’s, was able to create compelling
images loaded with radically sophisticated representations of gender, way before Miss Sherman.
Cahun was an agender, Jewish Holocaust survi-

vor who used photography as a platform to con-

front their identity through a balance of playful-

CLAUDE CAHUN, SELF PORTRAIT WITH MIRROR, 1928

the infamous Cindy Sherman and the portraits

a really big mess, I am asking how

ness and seriousness. In Cahun’s “Self Portrait

femininity can be looked at as a game of make

believe like from when I was a child. But in this

game there’s no beginning, there’s no end, and
alllll the femme’s fucking win.

‘‘U N BECOM I NG’’

OM FORTA BLE

In my pictures, dolls come to life to destroy the
patriarchy by irritating everyone. They teeter

between life and death, moving and still. I play
the role of the doll and they play me. I appropriate

objectification and make it mine. I “unbecome”
not just a woman but a person altogether. “Unbe-

coming” is a term adopted by queer theorist
Jack Halberstam in The Queer Art of Failure. It
redefines lack of success, unlearning, unknowing,

With Mirror,” they use a mirror to create multi-

messiness, rage, and disruption and proposes

ple selves. One self stands in front of the mirror,

that they have a different relation to knowledge

gripping the popped collar of their button up in

and therefore “can create new and productive

an uncertain way, meeting the eyes of the viewer /

ways of thinking, creating, and doing” (23). In a

photographer with what I call “don’t-fuck-with-me

video performance my tits might be hanging out,
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but I put on a mask and I become plastic. Vulner-

able yet protected. Accessible but impenetrable.
Unknown. The mask is a fuck you to visibility and

assimilation. Visibility for queers can be a trap
that turns us into something consumable and

identifiable as looking a specific way to straight
people. My work makes some people feel uncomfortable not because it is queer but because it’s

just…wrong, and may possibly ask the viewer to
sit with their own body’s viscerality.

A popular description of this feeling of discomfort
is Julia Kristeva’s theory of abjection, which refers
to a feeling of horror by a threatened breakdown

NARCISSISTER AND A.L. STEINER, WINTER/SPRING

COLLECTION, 2014

of meaning caused by the loss of

mannequin. Other women can be the mannequin too, like in a 2014 project protesting the

persecution of women baring their chests in NYC,

inviting women to do their regular daily routine
topless wearing the mask. The masks serve as
a potential protection, but the collective obscur-

ing of identity also allows for a wider conver-

sation about race, gender, and sexuality being
that the women of differing races and body types

maintain a sameness through a campy mask
that inevitably becomes disconcerting. It asks

viewers to look at their own notions of what it
means to pass, to be in a safe body, and to be an
ideal body.

This challenging of cultural defini-

distinction between self and other

tions of gender and sexuality also

subject and object. “There looms,

plays out in a 2014 collaborative

within abjection, one of those vio-

lent, dark revolts of being, directed

video performance piece with Nar-

nate from an exorbitant outside or

ter / Spring Collection.” In this video

cissister and AL Steiner called “Win-

against a threat that seems to ema-

we see Narcissister in a pearles-

inside, ejected beyond the scope

cent green ’80s style prom dress. We

of the possible, the tolerable, the

know it’s her because she’s wearing

thinkable. It lies there, quite close,

the mannequin mask. Beneath the

but it cannot be assimilated”(1). In

dress are her legs as well as two fake

my work meaning is fractured, col-

lapsed, built back up again but just for a moment.

lifesize legs wearing stockings and heels, mak-

idly reverse roles with the hopes that this dis-

revealing her bare ass. The viewer watches her

ing her subtly grotesque. The dress has no back

Subjectivity unravels as people and objects rap-

cleaning flowers and other plant-based material

ruption conjures up new ways of thinking about

out of a nice backyard pool. A domestic task that

queerness and queer bodies.

is subverted not just by her appearance, but by
the ambient, choppy noise music paired with the

video, and the jarring cuts produced by the edit.

MOR E OF

This pool cleaning is interrupted by masturba-

ASK I NG

tion. Here we see Narcissister lying down against

A New York based performance artist who goes

a bush outside, hand underneath her golden

by the name Narcissister works in a similar vein

thong rubbing a mixer attached to her crotch, all

of transforming the self from human to some-

four of her legs in motion, intertwining, as if she’s

thing othered. As performer we know her to

enjoying it. This scene is highly pornographic,

always be masked, specifically as a barbie-esque
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OF MYSELF AS QUEER,

but also baffling in its queering of pornography.

IT’S EMBRACING

to switch back and forth between this figure hav-

A LIMITLESSNESS TO LOVE,
ALLOWING FOR A
SOFTENING OF DEFINITIONS
AND A FLUIDITY OF BARRIERS
TO THE WAY I MOVE
THROUGH THE WORLD.
QUEER IS A WORD THAT CAN BE
USED AS AN UMBRELLA TERM,
BUT I ENFOLD IT INTO MYSELF
AS A WAY OF LIVING OUTSIDE
INHABIT THE WORD
AS A WAY TO BRING
LESS CERTAINTY
TO MY IDENTITY, NOT MORE.

ing sex with herself and pulling fake flowers out of

a lampshade that now sits on her crotch, and later
pulling out a baby animal. Is it too extreme? Per-

haps, but this video questions still very relevant
notions about gender roles and domesticity, and
looks at it through a more contem-

textured quilt, curling their body inward to cover
their chest and genitals, facing the viewer, but

their eyes become white nothingness, as that
half of their face is masked. There is no gaze

and therefore a tension. In Claude Cahun: A Sensual Politics of Photography, theorist Gen Doy

suggests the masks in Cahun’s images “may
function as metaphors for the way in which the

photographs themselves draw atten-

porary lens by embracing the black

tion to material reality but cannot

queer femme body and corrupting

penetrate it; they are, afterall sur-

the utilization of technology.

faces” (43). While this concept may

I’ve heard people say that mask-

be a bit of a stretch, I resonate with

maybe they’re right, but in that case

its inability to change its expression

ing is trendy in art right now, and

it anyway. In my work, the mask in

it’s been trendy for a long time. We

is a reclamation of power. One can-

can’t forget all of the multi-purpose

not ask it to change, one cannot even

masks that were made by indige-

fathom a change, and therefore it

nous peoples long ago and still are

disrupts what one thinks they know,

today, death masks that were used

and the two-dimensional material of

to cover the faces of deceased peo-

the photograph allows it to maintain

ple in a number of cultures, the

its mystery.

renaissance’s infamous masquer-

In another portrait of Cahun, they are

ade masks, and the list goes on.

completely masked from head to toe

Masks have been used for art and

in that they aren’t just wearing one,

ritual for centuries, sometimes as

they are wearing a dark cloak cov-

lifeless objects, and sometimes

ered in them. The viewer can only

as something worn that does an

entirely different thing. The appearance of a mask
makes the differentiation between dead body

and live body, more fuzzy, and activates what

Sigmund Freud would refer to as the ‘‘uncanny’’
where the unfamiliar seems to come in “doubles”
of things. Someone wearing a mask becomes a

subject of multiple dimensions, which brings us
back to the unsettling truths behind the complexity of humanness.

I use Claude Cahun again as an example. In their

portrait ‘’Soft as Silk’’ they sit naked on a thick

assume somebody is underneath

CLAUDE CAHUN, SELF PORTRAIT, 1928

OF CATEGORIZATION AND

And it doesn’t stop there. The video then begins

CLAUDE CAHUN, SOFT AS SILK, 1929

FOR MY LIFE AND MY LABELING

A L E X A N DR I A V ICK E RY
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based on the legs that poke out and hold the figure up, but we still see them as less of an identifiable figure and more of a representation of selves.

On this image, Doy claims, “The masks on the
face and the costume indicates that we should
not take this figure at ‘face value.’ This person

remains a mystery despite the various options for
performing identities which they display” (46). It

is a non-assimilationist performance of self.

In my image titled “Lolly Pop,” I mask myself
from head to toe with a costume I assembled out
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of fabric, paint, and various

Hoch during my undergrad

landscapes, split silhouettes — the self unravels,

over I seductively hold a yel-

way she remixes the gender-

spoken to” (144).

magazine clippings. Slumped

and have been inspired by the

low lolly pop that matches my
yellow wig. My doe eyes gaze

ed body ever since. For years

I collage from photographs I’ve taken of myself or

disfigured bodies, mostly of

net, which inevitably brings up the question: Is it

Hoch collaged unrealistically

at the camera, bright red lips

slightly parted, communicat-

my arm is taped on, I’m awkward and falling

apart, and inside I’m baring with the physical

pain of actually doing the shoot. Some of which
are obvious in the image and some of which I

have the choice to share. It’s the choice that’s
important and the power in deception allows for

that. It also answers the common question I’m
asked that is, are these photoshopped? Nope,

I just tape shit together and take advantage of
the mess it makes.

women and lesbian couples

HANNAH HOCH, FASHION SHOW, 1925

ing a sensuality. But the eyes are mismatched,

with absurdly large lips or eyes. She would also

create androgynous figures by placing a man’s

head on a woman’s body. This gesture was really

radical for the time, but became even more radical

when the androgynous figures became readably
androgynous like in “Dompteuse” where what
reads as a woman’s face is almost seamlessly

collaged onto a man’s buff torso. While it still has
the obvious stitching of collage, in this image

her work becomes more believable and therefore

more of a threat to the hetero-patriarchy because

within this hegemony, queerness isn’t looked at
as real.

Hoch inspired me to begin making “threatening”

BE I NG

collages, and to take it further by making them

EXY

Audre Lorde in the “Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic

more three dimensional by putting my whole

as Power*” argues that the erotic is pleasure,

body into it. Through a mixture of found images

strength, energy, love and being in touch with

and self-created images I deconstruct and recon-

oneself. Sure it can be pornographic, but it’s not

struct myself or projections of myself. I cut and

all about catering to cis-men. There’s a kind of

dissect and rip and render. I fragment and restruc-

sexy, naughtiness in my work. Dolls are kissing

ture. I am a puppeteer, a surgeon, a performer, a

and tying each other up. One is covering themself

refuses to cohere, it will not speak, it will only be

my friends, and photographs straight off the inter-

ok to borrow images of other people? Hito Steyerl
in her essay titled “Cut! Reproduction and Recom-

bination,” argues that altering the image frees us

of the guilt of appropriation. She suggests, “The
recombination of the cut-off parts produces a
body without subject or subjection. In fact, this

is what has been cut: the individual, as well as its

identity and its unalienable rights to guilt and debt

bondage” (178). Is reconfiguring the found image
enough? Not to mention the fact that images on

the internet can be seen as “up for grabs” these
days. I do not have an answer to this question,

but it is something I consider as critically engage
with the past work I’ve made and as I continue my
artistic practice.

All of my life I’ve struggled with my mental health,

resulting in periods of dissociation and self harm.
I use to cut myself to place the pain away from my
mind and on to my body, but as I’ve gotten older I’ve

found that making art can be a safer outlet. When
I cut paper, photographs, fabric, hair, I reclaim my
body. When I perform the

director. There is tension in the violence of dis-

in cake batter and flicking a light switch attached

cutting, wear it on my body,

membering a body and then healing in stitching

to their crotch. But it’s an erotic sexy. An impulse

film it, then fragment it again

it together. There is degradation in the silence of

that feels cathartic and brings me happiness.

through the editing process,

a slumped over figure and power in the choice to

then fragment it once more

refuse to reveal the full and “real” self. Halbers-

through the installation, I am

tam speaks to this well in The Queer Art of Fail-

erasing what once was of

ure. They state, “Collage shows the open mouth,

CU T

myself. I am healing.

the figure in distress, the scream and its cause;

I NG I DE N T I F ICAT ION

In my work I’m not just masking myself, I’m doing

it glues effect to cause and queers the relations

it through full body collage. I was introduced to the

between the two. In the end there is no subject, no

collages of the German lesbian Dada artist Hannah

feminist subject. There are gaping holes, empty
HANNAH

HOCH, DOMPTEUSE, 1930
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IT MEANS YR NOT JUST GAY,

   T H EY SAY T H AT W H E N W E’R E SICK, W E’R E

BELIEVE IN INTERSECTIONALITY AND
THAT THERE SHOULD BE
NO WALL AND
BLACK LIVES MATTER AND
SO DO TRANS LIVES AND
THAT MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES
SHOULDN’T BE SHAMED AND
THAT WE ARE STRONGER TOGETHER.

I T ’ S OK TO BE SA D. I T ’ S OK

THAT MEXICANS AREN’T LAZY AND

W E ’ R E SU RV I V I NG .

THAT SEX WORK IS WORK AND

P LE ASE — I F YOU H AV E T H E A BI LI T Y — TA K E I T DAY BY DAY, TA K E CA R E OF

THAT PROMOTE AND

NOT H I NG

A NUMBER OF OTHER THINGS

T H E Y K NOW

BELIEVER IN LOVE AND

T H E Y SAY T H AT W H E N W E ’ R E SICK , W E ’ R E W E A K .

AN ANXIOUS DEPRESSED

M A RT Y M A N U E L A
17

TO BE SICK .

A HEALER, AN HERBALIST,

song by

T H AT ’ S F U RT H E ST F ROM T H E T RU T H .

AN ACTIVIST, A WITCH,

YOU RSE LF, A N D ASK US I F YOU N E E D A N Y T H I NG.

WEAK.

YR ALSO AN OUTCAST, A PUNK,
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I T’S

or someone has trauma and/or mental illness

K TO BE SICK

This band HIRS asked me to make a music video

because they are queer doesn’t matter, but it’s

for them during my second year of grad school.

important to know that those are both valid and

They are a queercore band based out of Phila-

none-of-the-above is also valid. Not all queers are

delphia, some are friends, some are friends of

the same.

friends. They let me choose the song and I knew

right away that it was going to be IT’S OK TO BE
SICK. I had a series of heartbreaking things hap-

pen in my life that slowly pulled me out of reality

for many days. I couldn’t eat or sleep. I couldn’t

E I NG A N
U NA P OLO GE T ICA LLY LOU D
P U N K BI TCH

It was a successful day to just make it through the

I didn’t grow up with good boundaries at home

bring me back. And this song reminded me that I

ing room. There’s lots of shouting. It’s a negativ-

communicate with people. I couldn’t feel my body.
day. To survive. Making this music video helped

and that reflects in my work. There’s little breath-

am not the only one. I am not alone, and that I am

ity I reclaim and use as a driving force in my art.

not fucking weak.

In my early ’20s, punk music and queer commu-

I make work in a state of being triggered and

nity spaces became an important part of my life.

accessing my experiences as I translate them into

We yell with a purpose. Because it feels good.

my images. I live with mental illness and it exists

Because it hurts. Because we’re pissed. To iron-

in the work through feelings of anxiety, joy, pain

ically put it academically, from a text titled Queer

and fear, through personality changes, color psy-

Feminist Punk: An Anti-Social History Katha-

chology and the use of repetition. I’m queer and

rina Wiedlack suggests, “The meaning of queer-

sick. They are not the same thing. But they are

ness within many queer-feminist punk lyrics is

often believed to be. Gayness and queerness use

negativity. This negativity corresponds with the

to be looked at as an illness and still is to some

word punk, as well as with its aesthetic forms:

people, and trans folks to this day are often seen

the shouting, high volume, speed and emphasis

as diseased or unnatural, when they in fact are

on drums. This negativity is also reflected on the

NOT. In order for a trans person to even be eligible

social and sociopolitical level in the form of criti-

for gender affirmation surgery they need a letter

cism and rejection” (25). In queer hardcore music,

or sometimes multiple letters from psychiatrists,

often called queercore, the emotive vocals serve

It shouldn’t have to be classified at all. Trans peo-

onormative culture. Likewise in my videos the

classifying that they have “gender dysphoria.”

as an act of resistance against neoliberal, heter-

ple and queer people can be as mentally healthy

bold colors, loud sounds, quick movements, emo-

as anyone else. And living in a place where being

tional breakdowns, and even snippets of sound

LGTBQA isn’t always accepted can cause or

from an old band I played in allows me to use vul-

amplify symptoms like anxiety and depression,

nerability and rage as a source of strength. It is

so some people do struggle for that and a num-

good pain. A performance of validated anger. A

ber of reasons. And whether somebody is queer

reflection of experience. A connection to people

because they have trauma and/or mental illness

who need to scream too.
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She suggests, “Queer-feminist countercultures

It also has an association to women and sexual

of her songs Outcast Stomp goes “ This is for the

than academia can ever have, because becoming

vengeful and also empowering and hopeful. One

violence. Our voices can become a collective

outcasts, rejects, girls and the queers. For the

outrage at these facts, or liberation from them.

downtrodden women who have shed their last

Screaming can then signify sexual satisfaction.

tears. Fighters, psychos, freaks, and the femmes.

In an essay titled “Punk Noise, Social Criticism,

For all the transgender ladies in constant tran-

and Queer Feminist Decolonial Politics, Or ‘The

sition, cast out!” Sadie would never cease to lift

Promise of No Future,’ Wiedlack relates this idea

up her community as well. On one of their tours

to a non-normative pleasure stating, “Queer fem-

a teenage trans girl wanted to get into a sold out

inist punk screams not only signify sexuality on

GLOSS show and Sadie not only got her into the

the level of criticism but rather imitate sexuality

show but hung out with her afterwards too.

stage that is jouissance” (262). When we yell, we

because a large part of their whole thing was fuck

in its most pleasurable, yet violent, or negative

When GLOSS blew up things got complicated

part of academia requires a great deal of self-disciplining, assimilation, and normativity in the first

place” (80). In other words, to become resistant to
academia, the individual has to assimilate them-

self to academic norms first. It’s like that Pablo

Picasso quote, “You must learn the rules before
you can break them,” but in this case I’m building
an an incredibly intelligent queer army and obliterating those rules entirely.

W E A P ONS LI K E W E W E R E G OI NG TO R E A LLY F UCK

society’s shit, fuck capitalism and fame but here

lose ourselves through the negative, yet joyous

they were, yes becoming an important resource

experience. We feel our queerness deeply. And

for thousands of young queer and trans people,

those queers around us feel it too. This sensation

but also being asked by a huge record label that is

relates to the Kristeva’s “abject” as well in that it

basically Warner Brothers if they could sign them.

allows it to exist as such. She states, “One does

As a start they were offering 50,000 dollars. When

not know it, one does not desire it, one joys in it.
Violently and painfully. A passion.” When I am at

they turned it down because it goes against their

a punk show, and allow myself to be consumed

politics and that’s not the lives they want, they

by the shouting, the pushing, the sweaty bodies

kind of blew up even more for being so incredibly

pressed against mine, I experience Jouissance.

punk that they turned down a label like that. This

When I am in my studio, vulnerably cutting away,

eventually led to them breaking up which was bit-

laughing maniacally, covering my body in choco-

tersweet. But they will forever be remembered as

late sauce, I experience it too.

a really important thing that happened in queer

One especially influential group of queer punks

punk, and much of that importance relies on the

are some friends based out of small town Olym-

fact that they exist as a memory.

pia WA, where I lived for 6 years, who formed a

Like GLOSS, I center my art making around my

hardcore band called GLOSS. It began as a casual

friends and community because without them

I wouldn’t be here right now. My work doesn’t

project. I remember having dinner with their bass-

belong in a gallery, it belongs on my friend’s walls. I

ist Julia who was excited about it because it was

make it for other freaks. It’s not exactly well made.

the first band she had ever played in. She had no

It’s not framed. It’s hip and trendy, but not in quite

idea they would become an inspiration to many

the right way. It pushes against the institution

thousands of queer and trans people across

of which I still belong. I chose graduate school

the globe. GLOSS’s front woman Sadie screams

so I could learn the language to better shatter it.

about how being trans in a cis-heteronormative

Wiedlack would probably agree with this path.

dominated culture sucks and about living outside

I SCR E A M W I T H T H E P EOP LE I LOV E

have a greater potential for radical resistance

W E USE TO T H ROW B OT T LE S A N D BR E A K T H E M
20

EV E RY SE ASON

T H E GR ASS A LWAYS SM E LLE D G O OD A N D W E’D GIG GLE A N D CA R RY

lized, especially for women and people of color.

W E’D SI NG “LE A N ON M E”

of society’s bullshit. Her lyrics are angry and

SOM E T H I NG U P

ON OU R WAY HOM E.
Anger is often seen as dangerous or uncivi-
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A
STRANGE
AND
DIFFERENT,
YET
SELF-AFFIRMING
IDENTITY.
A L E X SA NCH E Z

A N I M AT ION
A N D HOW I T’S H E LL A

Animation moves differently. A continuous joke

in my community is that we run on “queer time,”

AY

Once upon a time in an animated world, all the

so everything starts an hour later than it is said to.

queers and femmes and women and trans folks

It’s actually really annoying. Jack Halberstam’s

ruled all. In The Queer Art of Failure, Jack Hal-

2005 book In a Queer Time and Place argues

berstam very seriously but not too academically

that time exists differently for queer communities

cally in Pixar films. They suggest, “The female

in opposition to the institutions of family, hetero-

discusses the queerness of animation, specifi-

stating, “queer uses of time and space develop…

cyborg, the transgenic mouse, the cloned sheep

sexuality, and reproduction.” Queerness is “an

in which reproduction is ‘reassembled and rear-

outcome of strange temporalities, imaginative life

ranged,’ the Tamagotchi toys studied by Sherri

schedules, and eccentric economic practices”

Turkle, and new forms of animation, all question

(1). My video work operates on “queer time” in

and shift the location, the terms, and the mean-

that it does not follow a normal mode of move-

animals, machines, states of life and death, ani-

sped up or slowed down, the sound doesn’t quite

ings of the artificial boundaries between humans,

ment and narrative, for example it’s always either

mation and reanimation, living, evolving, becom-

match what’s happening, and it’s unfinished

ing, and transforming. They also refuse the idea

in some way. The viewer is always cut off from

of human exceptionalism and place the human

any resolution as the videos live in a loop rather

firmly within a universe of multiple modes of

than a grid. Stop and go motion happens period-

being” (33). Animation allows for other ways of

ically which produces rigid, fragmentary ideas

existing in the world, maybe not always in the

of succession, operating against capitalistic

most practical sense. Like in the new and popu-

pressures on the importance of time. Fuck your

lar adult cartoon show on Netflix called “Bojack

9 – 5. I wanna watch cartoons with my eight gay

Horseman,” the viewer relates to the characters’

housemates.

cats and dogs, since some of the characters are

transforming back and forth between being toys

emotionally realistic lives, but they’re relating to

In my video work, things are often distinctly

animals. Cartoons allow us to disconnect from

or being real. Lifesize and dollsize. I’m playing.

cultural binaries. People become somewhat gen-

Something that is taboo for adults. Cartoons

der ambiguous in that we don’t see them as hav-

might be the only place where it’s normal for

ing genitals at all, or the voices of girls are played

adults to be really quirky and have magical pow-

by men like in “Bob’s Burgers.” Animation also

ers like in “Steven Universe.” For queers and

allows us to think of community differently, in that

punks, aging is viewed differently. We’re allowed

sometimes we form our own families. In “Char-

to get older and still want to shred on the gui-

lie Brown” for example, the parents don’t speak

tar or in my case make wacky art. I like to think

the same language as the kids who run the show.

we get sexier with age too. I had one really great

This community building is really important for

teacher in undergrad who would often tell me in

a lot of queer folks who often need support from

critique that I should just go play with my dolls

non-familial sources. Many may even lose con-

and see what comes of it. He was always right.

tact with their parents upon coming out.

In my recent work, some of my dolls may look
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AN INTEREST IN
ACTIVELY WORKING ON

like they’re engaging in BDSM, which can also be

used as a solution for a number of things includ-

EXPRESSING OURSELVES

erally just playing. But in this make believe world,

information was first based on a study of strength

DESPITE

called playing, and maybe it’s obvious that I’m lit-

ing anxiety, hyperactivity, and aggression. This

whips turn into licorice, power becomes a farce,

conducted by psychoanalyst Alexander Schauss

and heteronormative ideas of what is right and

in the 1960’s in which a variety of men (of course)

wrong are turned on their upside.

were asked to lift cardboard boxes and then lift

the same cardboard boxes painted with this light

WHAT SOCIETY
HAS PRESSURED US
TO CONFORM TO,
IN TERMS OF SEXUALITY,
GENDER IDENTITY,

pink. The result was that the men showed less

strength while lifting the pink boxes. Numerous

PRETTY

OR SOME
GAY STUFF LIKE THAT

theory that too much of this pink has the oppo-

outcome and oddly enough I like to look at

site effect, since the prisoners began acting more

old paintings for inspiration. Not the really old

aggressively and chipping away at it. My theory

Renaissance crap, but like the old 19 th century

is that they were annoyed because

Impressionist paintings such as the

prison is already a terrible place to

work of Vincent Van Gogh. His 1887

be and shouldn’t exist, and these

poor prisoners were being treated

with pronounced strokes of color,

like test mice. I’m doing a study of
my own, projecting multi-channel

most of his face, layered with bits

videos in a room I painted this color.

of green, blue, and orange. Impos-

So far the results are that it makes a

sible of course, but relatable at the

good selfie room.

same time. The vibrant coloration

lures us in and we gaze into the

eyes of a man who suffered from

mental illness eventually leading to suicide. We
can appreciate someone beautifully putting him-

self together stroke by stroke, and falling apart
simultaneously. Like Van Gogh I paint myself.

I’ll even cover my entire body in paint so I can

become a purple cyborg teddy bear. Squeezable
maybe. But also scary because I’m sliced open

and my fluff is falling out. Amongst the vibrance
there is a darkness.

I use pink a lot too, specifically a pink referred
to as drunk tank pink which in the 1980 ’s was

VINCENT VAN GOGH, SELF PORTRAIT, 1887

AND EXPRESSION.

for a reason... It was this study that resulted in the

too use bold colors in my work to achieve this

a realistic nude color making up

JOURNEY OF SELF EXPLORATION

angry prisoners down. Hmm, maybe they’re pissed

pink. Skies are periwinkle. Grasses are gold. I

(AND MORE)

WHO ARE ON THEIR OWN

entire prison painted drunk tank pink to calm the

ties. People are blue and green and purple and

self portrait for example, is formed

OTHER PEOPLE

1978 in which Schauss had permission to have an

Color alone in animation creates new possibili-

RELATIONSHIP TYPES
AND OPENLY EMBRACES

other studies followed for years including one in

OLORS

V E R A U N DE RTOW
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RYA N

R ECA RT I N’S
V I DEO WOR K:
A N NOY I NGLY I N F LU E N T I A L
Ryan Trecartin is a young up-and-coming queer
artist with a fast paced, mind fucking style that
I both loath and find inspirational. He graduated
from RISD in 2001 and his thesis video project
“A Family Finds Entertainment,” had been cho-

sen for the Whitney Biennial the following year.
When I saw it at the Whitechapel Gallery in 2016 I

30

sat through all 40 minutes of this film that is said
to be partly about his experience coming out to

his family and also about the fucked up impact
the internet has on our culture. Tricertin’s films

RYAN TRECARTIN, I BE

AREA, 2007

are all a similar amount of

tional identity. Tricertin

and pillows that feel com-

doesn’t share his scripts

fortable, only to confuse

with the performers of

that comfort through

his work until right before

videos that noise theo-

they are asked to deliver

rist Paul Hegarty claims,

their lines. So there’s

“are so immersed in ‘the

this element of rawness

digital’ that they illus-

and improvisation, and I

trate it, make a point of it,

identify when I watch his

say nothing about it, and

films. I improvise when I

almost let it fail-all at the

shoot my videos as well.

same time” (169) . When

For me there’s strength in
the realness or rawness

I saw “A Family Finds

of this unreal world I’m

Entertainment,” I got so

creating, and that Trecar-

immersed in the piece of

tin creates.

art that it lost its point: the

the Beat Generation author William Burroughs by
suggesting, “Where Burroughs use to cut up sentences and recombine the fragments, Trecartin

cuts up characters, ideas, narrative, screens and

sound in play of surfaces where all complexity
has been brought to the surface and can no longer
return to depth nor surmount the plane of appear-

ance to become meaningful as a ‘commentary’
on society” (168). Cutting is once again important. This cutting is capable of undoing cultural
structures of identity and insisting that they were
not real in the first place. The actors in Trecartin’s

RYAN TRECARTIN, A FAMILY FINDS ENTERTAINMENT, 2004

constantly interrupted. Hegarty compares him to

It’s the kind of work one could look away from for

sexual, gender, or emo-

lations with playgrounds

on top of frame, that my viewing experience felt

more than one within the same short time period.

acter may have changed

He creates colorful instal-

shapes, graphics and video on top of video, frame

are actors playing an idea or ideas, sometimes

just a second and a char-

chaotic and nonsensical.

video moved so frantically with distracting clips,

films aren’t just actors playing a binary role, they

31

In an interview with Trecartin, he speaks to some
of these points about his work. “We create real-

ities and maintain them through being in proximity to other things so not necessarily needing
a dichotomy or otherness to exist, so allowing a
state of inventiveness, to not depend on oppo-

sites or labels. Babes being a tool but not an ulti-

mate definition.” This resonates with me. “Otherness” shouldn’t have to exist if binaries didn’t

exist. We’ve constructed gender and sexuality to
be a heteronormative design, a performance, and
the subversiveness of such a fabrication cannot

exist just through displacement but also through
reinforcement. The reality is that subversiveness

cannot be easily calculated. Binaries do not need

to live on a spectrum. They are more like a puff of

mist. Steam from the bathtub that appears in one

toward us, but maybe not to us” (9). His charac-

of my videos. Invisible little beads of water. Felt

ters, who are doing hair flips and screaming and

There’s a collaborative element to Trecartin’s work

the camera but we as the viewers are immediately

but not understood.

giggling and being hyper sexual, are talking to

to the extent that in this interview he declares that

aware of our irrelevance. Maybe that’s a part of

he wouldn’t even make the videos if it weren’t for

why those who are able to watch his films, are

the collaboration, he’d just make music. One crit-

able to do so. They transition between being the

ical question I have about this is, why aren’t the

experience of the characters’ in the films and an

collaborators being interviewed too? Where are

experience of voyeurism.

they? What does collaboration really mean? A
secondary question is, how is it that the characters are so “on”? Ready to be filmed? Striking
poses for the camera. All freaky and dressed up

with face paint and wigs, doing their thing. Tricer-

tin seems to bring something out of people, an
unexpected freakiness from within, something I

like to think is already within all of us, that artists
like him can push out.

My video work has characters too, all played by
me or made by me. As in Trecartin’s films these

characters do not represent any one person, they

represent feelings or personalities, for example
of body dysphoria, of disassociation, panic, and

lust, to name a few. They teeter between being

alive and fake at the blink of an eye to suggest a
false reality. Their vocals are either really high or
low or monstrous because the sound of my per-

ma-five-year-old voice makes me dysphoric. The

character’s voices in Tricertin’s films are always
high pitched like a chipmunk or heavily processed
sounding. This has multiple effects for example,

it makes vocals harder to understand and it refer-

ences digitally processed personalities. For me,
it strips away vocal gender identification. Tricer-

tin’s characters are also really aware of the camera kind of like in reality TV. There’s a webcam-like

sensibility which relates to my making. On this
idea Harry Philbrick suggests in New American

Voices, “His videos feature characters that speak
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W E’R E COM I NG U P F ROM BE LOW

W H E R E YOU

YOU C ON

I J UST WA N T TO

YOU C ON T I N U E TO SI L E NCE , W E C ON T I N U E TO SCR E A M

TO SCR E A M

BE R E SP EC T E D

G ON NA H I DE, W H E R E YOU G ON NA G O

W E’R E COM I NG U P F ROM

TINUE TO SILENCE, WE CONTINUE TO SCREAM OUR SKILLS

YOU

GU I DI NG

W E A R E GE T T I NG LOU DE R CA N YOU
YOU L A BE L E D T H IS WOR L D YOU RS , YOU M A R K E D US AS EV I L

OU R BR EW I NG TO T E A R D OW N YOU R WA LL S

W H E R E YOU G ON NA H I DE , W H E R E YOU G ON NA G O

song by

BE LOW

I DON’T WANT TO BE WORSH I P E D

YOU CONTINUE TO SI LE NCE, W E CON T I N U E

M A R K E D US AS EV I L

MO ON Y E A H M A MO ON

CON T I N U E TO SI LE NCE, W E CON T I N U E

PUT ME ON A P ILLOW

TO SCREAM
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DON’T
DON’T P LUCK MY FEATHE RS
HEAR OUR CALLS

I N TO OU R DA R K LOV I NG
YOU R CH I LDR E N OU T OF W H I T E RO OMS

YOU L A BE LE D T H IS WOR LD YOU RS , YOU
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QUEER IS A LIBERATION
FROM THE RIGIDITY OF ROLES
THAT HAVE BEEN VIOLENTLY
PLACED UPON OUR BODIES.
QUEER IS THE NEVER ENDING WORK
OF DISMANTLING
THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTS
CONCLUSION
I make art because it allows me to channel shitty

CREATED TO KEEP US BRIDLED.

feelings and experiences. I have a lot of opinions

QUEER IS A HOME AND FAMILY

destroying it. I am inspired by artists who I both

THAT WE BUILT IN THE ABSENCE OF

like to talk about it. I love my friends and commu-

BULLSHIT NUCLEAR FAMILIES.

about the hetero-patriarchy and am working on

dislike and like. I still play with toys. I’m queer and
nity more than anything. I am a tender and tuff

queer femme bitch with mental illness existing in
this shitty world by creating worlds of my own.

BEING QUEER IS ACTIVE RESISTANCE
TO THE LIES THAT
BORED STRAIGHT PEOPLE MADE UP.
QUEER DOESN’T CARE
WHO OR HOW WE FUCK,
AS LONG AS WE ARE ALL
WEARING GLITTER WHILE DOING IT.
IO SA MSA A R A
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